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With a full range of sizes, finishes, patterns, and controls, Silhouette offers multiple possibilities for creating a subtle accent or a dramatic
statement in your healthcare space.

Available Patterns

FLD (Fields)

FLG (Foliage)

FDST (Field Stone)

FNC (Fence)

RLG (Rail)

Solid

Finishes and Colors
With 13 vibrant painted finishes and one metal pattern, Silhouette has a full palette of finishes
to create a dramatic statement complementing any room design.

YGP Yellow
Gloss Paint

MBGP Medium Blue
Gloss Paint

LBGP
MGG
Light Blue Gloss Paint Medium Green Gloss

OGP
Orange Gloss Paint

RGP
Red Gloss Paint

GGP
Green Gloss Paint

BGP
Black Gloss Paint

ALP
Aluminum Paint
(Matte)

BKT
Black Textured Paint

WHT
White Textured Paint

GW
Gloss White Paint

BA
Brushed Aluminum

MBP
Medium Bronze
Metallic Paint

Unmatched Performance
Lumen output is specifiable within a wide
range, independently, between direct and
indirect distributions. Combined with a highperformance batwing distribution, this allows
luminaires to be spaced further apart while
maintaining uniformly lit surfaces and less
luminaires to be used.

Uplight and
downlight dim
separately

Direct and Indirect

Direct

Advanced Dimming and Controls
Enhanced Dimming
The eldoLED driver delivers smooth and flicker-free deep dimming performance to dark.
The dual circuit option allows you to control the indirect and direct illumination separately.
Dual dimming provides the ability to create different moods in the space, increasing the design
possibilities for your application.

Tunable White

Warm Dimming

Tunable White brings exciting features previously
reserved for niche applications to everyday lighting
systems. Reproduce natural light patterns and colors,
complement materials and support productivity with
white light featuring CCT control.

Warm Dimming taps into innate human
expectation that light sources warm up
as their intensity is reduced. Reminiscent of
evening light, Warm Dimming dramatically
impacts the ambiance of a space, evoking a
more welcoming atmosphere.

nLight®

nLight® AIR

The nLight networked digital lighting control
system is easy to use, easy to install and helps
save energy. nLight easily scales from one room
to an entire campus to provide a lighting control
solution that’s perfect for your space.

nLight AIR is a simplified wireless lighting control
solution for renovation projects. The solution is
comprised of Acuity Brands LED fixtures with an
embedded smart sensor and wireless battery
powered nLight AIR wall switches. Start-up is
streamlined with the CLAIRITY app.

To learn more about Silhouette, visit www.acuitybrands.com
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